12-12.10 pm
Rajeswari Raina
Will introduce the relevance of
post-growth thinking in India. Can
Indian insights on degrowth,
post-growth and growth agnosticism
play a role in the intra- and
inter-generational sustainability of
global systems?

12.10-12.50 pm
Joan Martinez Alier

Our world today is being forced to take
a serious look at the flow of energy and
materials, to reduce them as much as
possible, in order to maintain a global
temperature rise of under 2 degree
Celsius. Among the many alternatives to
the current magnitude, pace and nature
of economic activity, two movements,
on degrowth (on how economic activity
may be curtailed, modified or reduced)
and on environmental justice (on how
ecological conflicts may be reduced and
fair ecological distribution ensured),
bring science and society together to
map, analyze and explain how a
sustainable world is possible. The
lecture will focus on these two movements, explaining instances of ecological distribution conflicts whose
outcomes lead in practice to degrowth
(like the ban on iron ore mining in Goa),
and presenting the shared values,
concepts, parameters and measures
(like MEFA, HANPP, etc.) which are
important for both movements, and
their desired goal of a socially, economically, ecologically sustainable planet.

12.50-1.00 pm
Cathrine, J., Harsh Prasad

Two discussants will pose some key
questions about ecology and economy
in India that these movements open up.

TWO MOVEMENTS ONE GOAL?

E C O N O M I C P O S T- G R O W T H A N D E N V I R O N M E N T A L J U S T I C E

Joan Martinez Alier
Professor Joan Martinez Alier is best known
in India for the ‘environmentalism of the
poor’ and the ‘social metabolism’ of a
rapidly growing highly iniquitous society. As
an economist, currently Emeritus Professor
of Economics and Economic History and
researcher at ICTA at the Autonomous
University of Barcelona, he is one of the
founder members of ISEE (the International
Society of Ecological Economics) and the
EJOLT (Environmental Justice Organizations,
Liabilities and Trade) project and atlas.
Among his books, some of the earliest ones
(Ecological Economics: Energy, Environment
and Society (1987), Varieties of Environmentalism (with Ramachandra Guha, 1997), The
Environmentlism of the Poor: A study of
Ecological Conflicts and Valuation (2002)),
are central to major debates on ecological
decision making in many national and
global forums.
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